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Two primary categories of theories about how people

process indirect requests such as "Can you tell me the

time?" were discussed. 'Multiple-Meaning' theories propose

that both the literal meaning of indirect requests ("Are you

able to tell me the time?") and the conveyed meaning

("Please tell me the time.") are interpreted. Idiomatic

theories suggest that in the appropriate context, the

conveyed meaning may be reached without the literal meaning.

The purpose of this study was to use a new method for

testing whether indirect requests consistent with a person's

expectations would be interpreted directly and if changes in

interpretation would occur for indirect requests

inconsistent with those expectations.



Subjects were shown stories (contexts) on a computer

CRT followed by test sentences which were indirect requests,

direct requests or literal sentences. Stories were biased

toward the literal meaning of an indirect request, the

conveyed meaning or were ambiguous. Subjects read stories

and were then presented a test sentence, one word at a time.

At the beginning, middle or end of each test sentence,

subjects were interrupted with a secondary task in which

they decided whether a number was odd or even. Response

times to these secondary tasks were measured. It was

predicted that response times would differ at the three

secondary task locations depending upon the bias of context

and type of test sentence, yielding a three-way interaction.

Subjects' response times were found to increase from the

beginning to the end of a sentence and these times differed

for indirect requests, direct requests and literal

sentences. Contrary to the predictions, a three-way

interaction was not found and context did not seem to play a

role in whether or not changes in interpretation were made.

It was concluded that although the predictions were not

supported by the results, continued refinement of the method

introduced in this study might bring about such support in

the future.
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PROCESSING OF INDIRECT REQUESTS:
USE OF A SECONDARY TASK TO

REVEAL CHANGES OF INTERPRETATION
DUE TO CONTEXT

INTRODUCTION

The study of ambiguity in language has been approached

in a variety of ways. Researchers have focused on different

aspects of language, such as lexicon, sentence structure and

context. Different methods of study have also been chosen,

ranging from the use of linguistic rules of grammar to

experimental procedures designed to measure cognitive

processing of ambiguous language.

Included in the study of ambiguous language is the

question of how people understand sentences which have a

literal, surface meaning which is different from the

intended meaning. While the surface meaning and intended

meaning may be the same for direct speech acts such as "Tell

me the Time.", not all sentences are always meant to be

interpreted so literally. If, for example, one person says

to another who has a wristwatch in plain view, "Can you tell

me the time?", it is likely that the speaker wants the

hearer to interpret the utterance as a request to state the

time. The speaker is not interested in the ability of the

hearer to 'tell time' and thus does not intend for a literal

interpretation to be made (Gibbs, 1983). Such questions, or

statements, in which the literal, surface meaning ("Are you

able to tell me the time?") and the intended, conveyed
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meaning ("Tell me the time.") are not the same, have been

labeled 'Indirect Speech Acts' (Heringer, 1972; Searle,

1969, 1975a).

According to Clark (1979) and others, in instances

where an indirect speech act is intended as a request, both

the literal and conveyed (request) meanings are understood

by the hearer. Of great interest to researchers during the

past twenty years has been the question of whether both

meanings are always interpreted or if the conveyed meaning

can be reached directly, as in the case of "Tell me the

Time." Most theories concerning how we process indirect

requests can be categorized as supporting one or the other

side of this question. Those theories proposing that both

the literal and the conveyed meanings are interpreted have

been referred to as 'multiple-meaning' theories by Clark and

Schunk (1980). Theories claiming that the conveyed meaning

may be interpreted directly have been labeled 'idiomatic'

theories (Clark & Schunk, 1980); this direct interpretation

is thought to occur for those indirect speech acts whose use

for conveying requests has become idiomatic (conventional)

over time.

Establishing how indirect requests are interpreted

would provide both an increased understanding of the role of

ambiguity in language and an opportunity for applying such

knowledge to help those who lack the communication skills

necessary to get their wants and needs met (Groth-Marnot,

1976). The existence of two major categories of theories,
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however, indicates that this interpretation process is far

from fully understood. There are, in fact, not only

differences between the two major viewpoints, but there is

substantial disagreement among theorists within each

category, particularly among those proposing

multiple-meaning theories.

One approach to studying indirect requests might

involve an attempt to establish that one of the current

theories 'best' explains the process of interpretation; a

researcher might design a study that tries both to support a

particular theory and refute all others. Another approach

would be to develop a new theory which does not agree with

any of the multiple-meaning or idiomatic theories, yet does

account for the data of past studies. The goal of this

paper is not to resolve the many conflicts between and among

existing theories by trying to prove the worth of just one

of those theories, or to suggest an entirely new theory, but

to improve the methods used by one researcher (Gibbs, 1979,

1981, 1983) in order to expand and test the theory (an

idiomatic one proposed by Gibbs, 1979, 1981, 1983 and Bach

and Harnish, 1979) which seems best supported by

experimental evidence. Therefore, following a description

of the current theories and their evidence, a modified

version of the theory by Gibbs and Bach and Harnish will be

proposed and tested.
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Multiple-Meaning Theories

Description of Multiple-Meaning Theories

Three major versions of multiple-meaning theories have

been proposed. Two of them claim that the literal meaning

of an indirect request is always interpreted prior to the

conveyed meaning (Gordon & Lakoff, 1975; Searle, 1975a,

1975b). The third version, however, proposes that the two

meanings are understood simultaneously (Clark, 1979; Clark &

Clark, 1977; Clark & Schunk, 1980; Munro, 1977, 1979).

Literal Meaning Interpreted Before Conveyed. Searle

(1975a, 1975b) suggested that the process of interpreting an

indirect speech act is based upon the use of background

information shared by the speaker and hearer, principles of

conversational cooperation, rules of conversation, rational

thought, strategy and inference. According to Searle, the

hearer always first comprehends the literal meaning of an

indirect request. Next, the literal meaning is checked

against the context (background information and rules of

conversation), and finally, if it is determined that the

literal meaning was not intended, an attempt, through

inferences, is made to find an appropriate non-literal

interpretation.

An example of the process suggested by Searle would be

unclear without first understanding the principles and rules

of conversation used by the hearer. The COOPERATIVE

PRINCIPLE (Grice, 1975) in part, maintains that the hearer
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assumes the speaker will say as much as he knows that is

relevant to the concerns of the hearer. Given that what the

speaker says suggests some action to be performed by the

hearer (i.e. belongs to the directive class of

illocutionary acts), the PREPARATORY RULE contends that the

hearer must be able to perform the action and furthermore,

that both the speaker and hearer believe that he or she is

able to do so. In making an indirect request, the speaker

is also thought to be adhering to SINCERITY CONDITIONS which

suggest that the speaker both wants the requested action to

be performed (a speaker-based sincerity condition) and

assumes that the hearer is able and willing to do so but

will not in the absence of the request (hearer-based

sincerity conditions.) In addition, there is a

PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT CONDITION which says that "... the

speaker predicates a future course of action of the hearer."

(Searle, 1975b, p34)

Given that a hearer actually uses background

information and the principles and rules of conversation

just defined, for him to draw the conclusion that "Can you

pass the salt?" is actually a request to pass the salt, he

might go through the following steps suggested in a more

elongated form by Searle (1975b, p36):

1. Sam has asked if I have the ability to pass the
salt and because I assume he is cooperating in
the conversation, there must be a point to his
utterance.
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2. The setting (dinner) does not suggest an
interest in my ability to pass the salt and it
is obvious to Sam that I have that ability,
thus his utterance is more than a question. It
has some ulterior meaning.

3. A preparatory condition on any directive is the
ability of the hearer to perform the act
predicated by the propositional content
condition. Therefore, Sam has asked me a
question which if true, satisfies the
preparatory condition of requesting me to pass
the salt.

4. We are now at dinner and people normally pass
salt back and forth at dinner.

5. Sam has therefore alluded to the satisfaction
of a preparatory condition which he probably
wants me to bring about and in the absence of
any other plausible interpretation of Sam's
question, I conclude that he is probably
requesting me to pass him the salt.

The process of inference just illustrated is not a

conscious one, according to Searle. When confronted with an

indirect request, the hearer "... simply hears it as a

request." (Searle, 1975b, p36). In addition, Searle

claimed that while indirect requests retain their literal

meaning, some forms (e.g. "Can you ...") are conventionally

used as requests. However, the hearer must still compute

the literal meaning and go through the process of inference.

In contrast to the relatively lengthy interpretive

process suggested by Searle (1975a, 1975b), Gordon and

Lakoff (1975) proposed one in which the hearer first

analyzes the literal meaning of an indirect request, and

then skips the inferential steps that Searle claimed occur

between establishing that the literal meaning is not

intended and deciding what the conveyed meaning actually is.
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The hearer is apparently able to eliminate the process of

inference because in addition to knowing the conversational

rules for directive speech (preparatory, sincerity

conditions, etc.,) he or she knows 'Conversational

Postulates' (Gordon & Lakoff, 1975) which allow the

conclusion in certain instances that one speech act entails

another.

Many of these Conversational Postulates can be

classified into three types; those that state a request is

conveyed by asserting a speaker-based sincerity condition

(e.g. "I want you to pass me the salt.",) those claiming a

request is conveyed by questioning a hearer-based sincerity

condition (e.g. "Can you pass me the salt?"; "Would you be

willing to pass me the salt?"; "Will you pass me the salt?")

and those proposing a request is conveyed by questioning the

justification for an act performed by the hearer (e.g. "Why

don't you pass me the salt?") (Gordon & Lakoff, 1975). Thus

the hearer knows, for example, that "Can you pass me the

salt?" is a request to pass the salt because of the

postulate which states that questioning the hearer's ability

to do something entails a request for him to do it.

Simultaneous Interpretation of Literal and Conveyed

Meanings. While both Searle (1975a, 1975b) and Gordon and

Lakoff (1975) suggested that the literal meaning of an

indirect request is always interpreted first, Clark (1979)

(also see Clark & Clark, 1977; Clark & Schunk, 1980; Munro,

1977, 1979) proposed that the literal and conveyed meanings
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are understood simultaneously. The hearer must then decide

if the literal meaning was intended to be taken seriously

along with the request meaning or if it should be considered

'pro forma' (Clark, 1979, p430). Deciding whether or not

the literal meaning was intended seriously depends on

several sources of information, according to Clark (1979).

These sources include the conventionality of sentence form

and word choice, the use of special linguistic markers such

as "please," how obvious the literal meaning, and the

perceived plans and goals of the speaker. The hearer's

decision about the seriousness of the literal meaning is

evident from his or her response to indirect requests such

as "Can you tell me the time?" If the literal meaning is

judged to be serious then the hearer might respond with

"Yes, I can - it's six" while if it is not taken seriously,

a response of simply "It's six" might be given (Clark, 1979;

p430).

In some ways Clark's multiple-meaning theory is an

eclectic one. He incorporated into his theory many aspects

of the theories proposed by Searle (1975a, 1975b), Gordon

and Lakoff (1975) and others, and included some ideas from

an idiomatic theory (Gibbs, 1979, 1981, 1983; Bach &

Harnish, 1979) as well. Clark suggested that the process of

interpreting indirect requests is logical and rational and

depends upon background facts, principles and rules of

conversation, and additional conversational rules

(postulates) based upon sincerity conditions. In addition,
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Clark supports the claim that indirect speech acts fall

along a continuum of idiomaticy, with the wording of some

indirect requests such as "Can you pass the salt?" being

highly idiomatic (conventional), that of others being less

idiomatic ("Are you able to pass the salt?") and still

others being not idiomatic at all ("Is the case that you at

present have the ability to pass the salt?") Clark proposed

that for highly idiomatic requests, a hearer should be able

to greatly lower the probability that the speaker intended

the literal meaning to be taken seriously.

Evidence for Multiple-Meaning, Theories

Evidence for multiple-meaning theories has come from

both linguistic and psychological research. Because the

current study used psychological experimental techniques,

however, the focus here will be on psychological evidence.

Evidence for the Literal Meaning Before the Conveyed.

Psychological and linguistic evidence aimed directly at

supporting Searle's predictions of several inferences is

essentially non-existent. A study by Clark and Lucy (1975)

intending to test Gordon and Lakoff's (1975) theory of

Conversational Postulates does, however, provide some

support for Searle's and Gordon and Lakoff's claims that the

literal meaning of an indirect request is interpreted prior

to the conveyed meaning.

In Clark and Lucy's (1975) study, subjects were

presented with a positive (e.g. "Can you make the circle
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blue?") or a negative (e.g. "Must you make the circle

blue?") sentence and asked to judge whether or not a circle

colored either pink or blue had been colored according to

the request conveyed by the sentence. The results indicated

that sentences whose literal meaning was inherently negative

("I'll be very sad unless ...") took longer to comprehend

than positive ones ("I'll be very happy if ...") with the

same conveyed meaning. This suggested that the longer

response was due to the computation of the literal meaning,

since past research (Clark & Chase, 1972) has shown that

negatively worded speech acts take longer to comprehend than

those worded positively. Furthermore, the literal meanings

of indirect speech acts were proposed to be interpreted

first, since sentences worded as indirect requests ("Can you

color the circle blue?") consistently had longer response

times than did direct requests ("Color the circle blue.")

with the same meaning.

Several criticisms have been directed at the Clark and

Lucy (1975) experiment. Bach and Harnish (1979) pointed

out, for example, that instructing subjects to look for the

request meaning of the sentences left open the question of

whether the hearer was making inferences. Clark and Lucy's

experiment did not, in fact, even test whether the

inferential process was being eliminated due the knowledge

of Conversational Postulates or for any other reason. Clark

(1979) also criticized what he thought was the treatment of

conventional indirect requests as if they conveyed requests
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directly, and the apparent assumption by Clark and Lucy that

the literal meaning should never be taken seriously.

Another objection was that the positive and negative

sentences used as stimuli were isolated; no context was

given to provide a realistic situation for their

interpretation (Gibbs, 1980). Thus differences in reaction

time may not have indicated additional processing of

negative sentences with the literal interpretation occurring

first. Instead, the differences may have reflected "...

problems of understanding requests of different linguistic

styles without appropriate context." (Gibbs, 1980, p149).

The possible problems with the Clark and Lucy (1975)

study place some doubt on the conclusion that the literal

meaning of an indirect request occurs before the conveyed

meaning. Furthermore, because their experiment was not

designed to substantiate Gordon and Lakoff's (1975) theory

despite Clark and Lucy's claim to the contrary, and because

of an absence of other studies testing the existence of

Conversational Postulates, the question of whether the

hearer knows additional rules allowing him or her to bypass

steps of inference is not any closer, experimentally, to

being resolved.

Not only is there a lack of experimental evidence

supporting the theory of Conversational Postulates, but

linguistic criticisms indicate some major flaws in Gordon

and Lakoff's theory. For instance, according to Green

(1975), Gordon and Lakoff assumed that speech acts with
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different surface meanings, different intonations and

different grammatical properties, but with similar gross

surface structures, are not interpreted differently by the

hearer. This assumption implies by means of the

'Questioning the Justification of an Act' postulate, that no

distinction should be made between "Why don't you be nice to

your brother for a change?" and "Why aren't you nice to your

brother?". While in most cases the first sentence would

imply a request, and the second, a literal question, both

sentences should convey requests according to that

postulate.

Evidence for the Simultaneous Interpretation. In

addition to Clark and Lucy's (1975) study, evidence for the

calculation of both meanings of indirect requests has come

from Clark (1979), Clark and Schunk (1980) and Munro (1979).

However, while Clark and Lucy claimed that the literal

meaning always occurs first, these latter researchers and

others (Clark & Clark, 1977; Munro, 1977) have proposed that

the literal and conveyed meanings occur simultaneously in

the mind of the hearer. Unfortunately, none of their

studies specifically tested that proposal, although they

were claimed to do so.

Clark (1979) conducted five experiments in which local

merchants were telephoned and asked typical requests for

information, such as "Can you tell me what time you close?"

Based on the finding that in certain situations many

merchants responded to both meanings of an indirect request
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(e.g. "Yes, we close at eight."), Clark concluded that the

merchants must have interpreted both meanings and then

decided how seriously the literal meaning was to be taken

before responding. Similarly, Munro (1979) found that

pedestrians on a college campus responded to a direct

request for the time of day (e.g. "What time is it?") by

only reporting the time, while when asked indirectly (e.g.

"Could you tell me the time?") close to one-half of the

subjects responded with an affirmation (e.g. "Yeah." or

"Oh, sure.") to the literal question, followed by a

statement of the time.

The finding by both Clark (1979) and Munro (1979) that

no more than one-half of their subjects responded to both

meanings of certain indirect requests suggests that the

contexts in which those indirect requests were uttered were

ambiguous. In fact, very little contextual information was

available to the merchants in Clark's study, because the

requests were made via the telephone. If the contexts were

not ambiguous, then it should have been obvious whether or

not to take the literal meanings of the indirect requests

seriously, and thus for a given indirect request, nearly all

of the subjects should have responded to its conveyed

meaning alone, its literal meaning alone, or both its

literal and conveyed meanings. In those cases in which

subjects only responded to the conveyed meaning, it is

unclear whether the literal meaning was not interpreted or

if it was understood but was not taken seriously.
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Furthermore, when subjects responded to both meanings, it

cannot be concluded whether the two meanings occurred

simultaneously or one occurred before the other. These

issues reflect possible design limitations of Clark's (1979)

and Munro's (1979) studies.

Other Evidence for Simultaneous Interpretation. Other

evidence that both meanings of indirect requests are

interpreted by the hearer is given by Clark and Schunk

(1980) who, among others (Brown & Levinson, 1978; Lakoff,

1973, 1977) have claimed that the major reason for wording

requests indirectly is to convey politeness. In a study in

which students rated the politeness of various requests,

Clark and Schunk (1980) found that the more a request's

literal meaning benefited the hearer (i.e. the more it gave

options other than compliance of the request), the more

polite the request. Clark and Schunk were able to order

indirect requests (in the form of interrogatives) along a

dimension from least polite those asking whether the

hearer was under some obligation to comply with the request

- to most polite - those offering the hearer the authority

to grant the speaker permission to make the request. Clark

and Schunk suggested that people must compute both meanings

of indirect requests in order to know when the speaker is

being polite and consequently, whether a polite, impolite or

neutral response is appropriate.
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Many researchers have criticized Clark and Schunk's

proposals about the role of politeness in interpreting

indirect request. Davison (1975) suggested that instead of

politeness being the motivation for indirect requests, the

speaker uses an indirect sentence structure to signal a

psychological state, such as conflict in the speaker -

hearer situation. Gibbs (1983), on the other hand, agrees

with the claim that indirect requests are used for

politeness, however, he proposed that the degree of

politeness associated with a request is determined by

convention (also see Kemper & Thissen, 1981a, 1981b); a

hearer does not need to compute the literal meaning of an

indirect request each time he or she hears it. Lakoff

(1977, 1979) shares Clark and Schunk's (1980) belief that

requests are ordered along a dimension of politeness, yet

does not limit those requests to interrogatives. Lakoff

suggested that imperatives such as "Rake the leaves." are at

the negative end of the politeness scale and that the

politeness of a requests' form determines its

appropriateness given the ranks of the speaker and hearer.

In contrast, Ervin-Tripp (1976a, 1976b) proposed that

conversational rules, not the relative position of a request

on a politeness dimension, determines whether a particular

form of a request is appropriate in a given situation.

While criticisms have been made against each of the

multiple-meaning experiments described above, those studies

offer at least some evidence that in certain situations both
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meanings of indirect requests are interpreted. It is still

unclear, however, whether inferences are required to derive

the conveyed meaning of an indirect request, whether

conversational postulates (rules) are used to skip the

inferential steps, or if the literal and conveyed meanings

of indirect requests are interpreted simultaneously.

Despite claims to the contrary, none of the studies were

designed to test those propositions. Such a test would

require a more quantitative measure of the cognitive

processes involved in interpreting indirect requests, such

as the response times recorded in the Clark and Lucy (1975)

experiment. Based on the assumption that longer response

times reflect more cognitive processing, Clark and Lucy's

comparisons of response times between positive and negative

sentences and between direct and indirect sentences provided

a logical (and quantitative) basis for concluding that both

literal and conveyed meanings of indirect requests were

computed and that the literal meaning was computed first.

If Clark and Lucy had, among other changes, provided

contexts for the request stimuli in their experiment, their

conclusions may have been regarded more highly by their

critics, especially by proponents of idiomatic theories,

such as Gibbs (1979, 1980, 1983).
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Idiomatic Theories

Description of Idiomatic Theories

The primary premise behind idiomatic theories is that

the conveyed meaning of an indirect request may in certain

situations, be interpreted directly (immediately); the

hearer does not compute the literal meaning, nor are

inferences required to reach the intended meaning.

Researchers differ in their explanations of this direct

process. Two major explanations have been reviewed in the

literature. One explanation by Saddock (1972, 1974) has

been called the 'Ambiguity Thesis' by Bach and Harnish

(1979) and the other (Gibbs, 1979, 1981, 1983) is similar

to, and could be argued to include, what they termed the

'Standardization Thesis'. A third, less well-known, theory

has been described by Bach and Harnish (1979) and appears to

be a simplistic version of one of Gibbs' ideas combined with

part of the Conversational Postulates theory suggested by

Gordon and Lakoff (1975).

The Ambiguity Thesis. Saddock (1972, 1974) proposed

that indirect requests like "Can you pass the salt?" are

ambiguous. They have, through repeated use as requests,

developed two independent meanings, each of which is

understood directly only in the appropriate context. He

considered both the question and request meanings of such

utterances as literal. Thus the use of "Can you pass the

salt?" to request the salt is not indirect, according to
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Saddock, but literal and direct. In the appropriate

context, (e.g. at dinner) "Can you pass the salt?" would be

directly understood as a request, just as in another context

(e.g. during physical therapy) it would be directly

interpreted as a question.

Combined Theory of Gibbs and Bach and Harnish.

Saddock's belief that the two meanings of an indirect

request are independent implies that in the appropriate

context, only one of those meanings occurs to the hearer.

Gibbs (1979, 1983) on the other hand, suggested that

indirect requests that are frequently used as requests ( . .

are conventional) are biased toward that request meaning,

even when the context suggests that a literal interpretation

is appropriate. Thus, while a direct interpretation may be

made in a situation in which the conveyed meaning was

intended, the hearer might, when a literal interpretation

was intended, compute the conveyed meaning first, and then

the literal meaning.

Gibbs (1981) also proposed that indirect requests can

be ordered along a continuum of conventionality and that the

more conventional an indirect request, the faster its

interpretation. He suggeited that for nonconventional

indirect requests, the hearer probably makes inferences and

consequently a longer interpretation time is required than

for highly conventional requests for which no inferences are

necessary. Gibbs (1981) (also see Clark, 1979) suggested

that two types of convention in indirect speech acts exist.
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The first type, 'conventions of means' specifies a semantic

device by which an indirect speech act can be performed.

(Clark, 1979) One convention of means, for example, is that

the speaker can request the hearer to perform an act by

questioning the hearer's ability to perform the act (e.g.

"Can you pass the salt?"). Another convention of means

involves specifying a want or desire from which the hearer

is expected to infer that he or she is intended to fulfill

that want or desire (e.g. "I would like the salt."). The

other type of convention, 'conventions of form' specifies

the wording of a particular indirect request." (Gibbs,

1981). For example, one form used to request opening the

window is "Can you open the window?", while another is "Is

it possible for you to open the window?". Some 'means' and

'forms' are more conventional (frequently used) than others,

although, according to Gibbs (1981), people tend to use

nonconventional 'means' to convey requests more often they

use nonconventional 'forms'.

Although the conventionality of an indirect request may

play a role in the directness and speed of its

interpretation, Gibbs (1979, 1981, 1983) pointed out that

frequency of use is not the only factor affecting

interpretation. Also important is the context in which the

indirect request is uttered. Gibbs claimed that an indirect

request such as "I would like a beer." may be conventional

in one context but not in another. Although this method

(means) of asking for a beer may be fairly common when
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compared to use of other indirect requests, it may, in one

context elicit an immediate (direct) interpretation of the

conveyed meaning, while in another, require inferences and

thus take longer to interpret.

Similar to Gibbs' views are those of Bach and Harnish

(1979). Those researchers proposed that an indirect request

might become 'standardized' as a request in a particular

context through use over time, and that the precedent for

its use as a request in that context allows the hearer to

identify the intended request meaning directly. Bach and

Harnish claimed that the standardization of an indirect

request in a certain context consists of "whatever it takes"

(p. 193) for the inferential process usually involved in

interpretation to be short-circuited and that if an indirect

request has not been standardized as a request, the hearer

must follow the usual working-out process; what they

referred to as the 'Speech Act Schema' (p. 4) or SAS. The

SAS was described by Bach and Harnish as a process involving

inferences based upon mutual contextual beliefs between the

speaker and hearer, and the linguistic and communicative

presumptions shared by their linguistic community(ies).

The Conventionality Thesis. In addition to Saddock's

belief that indirect requests are ambiguous, with two

literal meanings, and the view (Bach & Harnish, 1979; Gibbs,

1979, 1981, 1983;) that indirect requests might, through

convention (or standardization), be interpreted directly as

requests in certain contexts, a third theory has been
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proposed. This third theory, the 'Conventionality Thesis'

(Back & Harnish, 1979, p. 183) seems to combine one of

Gibbs proposals that the conventionality of an indirect

request's form influences its speed and directness of

interpretation, with the idea found in the Conversational

Postulates model proposed by Gordon and Lakoff (1975) that

the hearer knows that certain speech acts entail others.

According to Bach and Harnish (1979), proponents of the

Conventionality Thesis contend that the hearer uses

'illocutionary conventions' (p. 184) to interpret the

conveyed meanings of indirect requests directly and that

these conventions involve the belief shared by the speaker

and hearer that certain forms of utterances 'count' as

requests. Accordingly, the hearer would know that the form

"Can you ..." is conventionally used to make a request.

Evidence for Idiomatic Theories

Of the three Idiomatic theories described above, only

the one consisting of the combined ideas of Gibbs (1979,

1981, 1983) and Bach and Harnish (1979) has experimental, as

well as linguistic evidence to support it. No substantial

evidence of any kind has been offered for the

Conventionality Thesis described by Bach and Harnish (1979)

and only linguistic evidence has been presented for

Saddock's (1972, 1974) Ambiguity Thesis. As with evidence

for Multiple Meaning Theories, evidence discussed for

Idiomatic Theories will be primarily psychological and
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experimental. Therefore, only a brief description of the

type of linguistic arguments proposed for and against the

Ambiguity Thesis will be given and mention of the

Conventionality Thesis will be limited to a discussion of

whether any researchers really support it.

Evidence for the Ambiguity Thesis. Two linguistic

strategies for testing whether an indirect request is

ambiguous with two independent, literal meanings have been

suggested by Bach and Harnish (1979). One strategy involves

finding evidence that an indirect request (e.g. "Can you

open the window?"), when used as a request, behaves like an

imperative (e.g. "Open the window."). Green (1975) has

given several examples of how an indirect request with the

surface structure of a question and the illocutionary force

of a request (a 'whimperative', according to Saddock, 1974)

has the syntactic properties and intonation of its

corresponding imperative. In addition, Saddock (1974) has

offered similar evidence concerning the distribution of

words like 'please' and differences between the conjoining

of whimperatives to imperatives and interrogatives.

The other strategy consists of showing that an indirect

request (and its linguistic transformations) does not in its

request use, behave like a sentence with the meaning of its

surface structure; for example, does not behave like a

question. The same type of evidence presented for the first

strategy (Green, 1974; Saddock, 1974) has been used to

support the claim that indirect requests like "Will you
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close the door?" do not act like questions. For example, in

that indirect request, (or a transformation "Close the door,

will you?") the word 'please' can occur in the same

locations possible in its corresponding imperative, but not

in its interrogative form.

Although evidence exists suggesting that whimperatives

behave like imperatives and not like interrogatives, Green

(1975) and others (Bach & Harnish, 1979; Davison, 1975) have

also found several differences between whimperatives and

imperatives and similarities between whimperatives and

interrogatives, as well. According to Davison (1975), there

are semantic differences between indirect requests, (such as

whimperatives), and imperatives; unlike imperatives,

indirect requests are often used for politeness and to show

deference.

In addition, Green (1975) has pointed out that a

hearer's response to a whimperative is neither appropriate

to a yes/no question (e.g. "Are you able to close the

door?") nor to an imperative (e.g. "Close the door.") or

direct request (e.g. "Please close the door."). The

appropriate verbal response to a yes/no question is a "yes"

or "no". The appropriate response to a 'why' question is an

explanation ("Because..."). The appropriate response to an

imperative or direct request, on the other hand, depends

upon whether there is an intention to comply. No verbal

reply is necessary if the hearer immediately complies,

although taking action without a verbal response may be
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construed as being impolite. If the hearer intends to

comply later or refuses to comply, the speaker expects the

hearer to give an explanation. Similarly, the appropriate

response to a whimperative depends upon the hearer's

intention to comply. However, only "why..." or "why don't

you..." whimperatives behave like imperatives. For yes/no

whimperatives such as "Will you close the door?", a verbal

response (e.g. "Yes, I will.") with no action is generally

not considered an acceptable response. Furthermore, the

verbal response "Yes" followed by compliance is an

appropriate reaction to a yes/no whimperative, but not to an

imperative or to an interrogative. For instance, "Yes" is

not an appropriate response to "Close the door.".

Evidence for the Conventionality Thesis. The principal

idea behind the Conventionality Thesis (Bach & Harnish,

1979), that certain 'forms' of indirect requests are,

through convention, known to count as requests, was

accredited to Searle (1975a, ]975b) by Bach and Harnish

(1979). However, Searle did not make such an assertion; he

simply suggested that some forms are used to make requests

more often (are more conventional) than others.

Furthermore, despite Searle's proposal that the literal

meaning of an indirect request is always interpreted first,

Bach and Harnish claimed that Searle supported the

Conventionality Thesis which in part maintains that if an

indirect request's form is conventionally used to request,

the conveyed meaning is interpreted directly.
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It appears that Bach and Harnish's description of the

Conventionality Thesis is not consistent with Searle's

theory. Therefore, Searle cannot be said to support that

thesis. Because other proponents of the Conventionality

Thesis are not evident in the literature, it is doubtful

that such a theory has been seriously considered, although

it does seem plausible enough to warrant some attention in

the literature. While Gibbs' theory (1979, 1981, 1983)

seems at first to agree with the notion that highly

conventional forms like "Can you..." bring about direct

interpretation of the conveyed meaning, his position is not

that simplistic. Also important, according to Gibbs'

theory, are the effects of context and conventionality of

'means'. Gordon and Lakoff's (1975) proposals that one

speech act can entail another and that a person may know

Conversational Postulates, may also, Lt first appear to be

consistent with the Conventionality Thesis. However, Gordon

and Lakoff viewed knowledge of such rules not as a way of

bypassing the literal interpretation of an indirect request,

but of skipping the inferential process after the initial

literal interpretation is made. In addition, the

Conversational Postulates suggested by Gordon and Lakoff

concern the hearer's knowledge of different 'means' for

making requests (e.g. questioning ability or specifying a

'want'), not different 'forms' (e.g. "Can you..." and

"Could you...").
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Evidence for the Combined Theory. Psychological

evidence for the combined theory of Gibbs and Bach and

Harnish has come from three studies (Gibbs, 1979, 1981,

1983). In those studies, Gibbs' goals were to demonstrate

that indirect requests with context are interpreted

differently than those without context (1979), that such

requests vary in their conventionality and therefore in

their speed of interpretation, depending upon their context

(1981), and that understanding a conventional indirect

request in context does not require interpretation of the

sentence's literal meaning (1979, 1983). Gibbs also

predicted that for highly conventional indirect requests,

there is a bias toward making the conveyed interpretation

first, even when the literal interpretation is appropriate

given the context (1979, 1983).

In Gibbs first study (1979), subjects were either asked

to read a story context one sentence at a time, followed by

an indirect request (e.g. "Must you open the window?") or

to read the indirect request without any context. All

materials were presented on a computer CRT. The contexts

implied either a literal ("Need you open the window?") or a

conveyed ("Do not open the window.") interpretation of the

indirect request. Subjects were then shown a correct

paraphrase of the literal or conveyed indirect request and

asked to judge as quickly as possible by pressing keys on a

computer keyboard whether the paraphrase was a true or false

interpretation of the indirect request. Some false
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paraphrases were used with 'bogus' stories to keep the

subjects from always responding 'true'. Subjects were timed

on their true-false paraphrase judgements, and comprehension

times to both read indirect requests and make the paraphrase

judgements were also measured.

Gibbs found, by analyzing response and comprehension

times, that without a story context (no-context condition)

subjects took longer to understand the conveyed meaning of

an indirect request than to understand the literal meaning,

while with a context (with-context condition), subjects took

longer to understand the literal meaning. The no-context

results replicated Clark and Lucy's (1975) finding that the

literal interpretation occurred first. However, the

with-context results suggested to Gibbs that in the context

implying a conveyed interpretation, the conveyed meaning was

reached directly, while in the context for which a literal

interpretation of the indirect request was appropriate, the

conveyed meaning may have actually been reached before the

literal one. Gibbs suggested that this bias toward the

conveyed meaning may have occurred because people do not

encounter the literal use of indirect requests as often as

the conveyed use.

To further test the contention that the conveyed

meaning of an indirect request is understood directly

(immediately) in an appropriate context, Gibbs conducted a

second experiment in his 1979 study. In that experiment,

Gibbs used only conveyed stories and presented one-half of
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the stories with indirect requests (e.g. "Must you open the

window?") and correct paraphrases, and the other half with

direct requests (e.g. "Please open the window.") and the

same paraphrases. Gibbs found no significant differences

between response or comprehension times to indirect requests

and direct requests. In combining the results of the first

and second experiments Gibbs concluded that context plays a

strong role in the process of understanding indirect

requests and that people are able to understand the conveyed

meaning of an indirect request without first interpreting

the literal meaning.

Gibbs' second study (1981) consisted of three related

experiments. In the first experiment subjects were

presented with sixteen 'real-world' scenarios (stories) and

asked to write down for each story, five different sentences

they would use to make a request implied by the story.

Gibbs found that subjects used thirteen different semantic

devices to make the requests. Many of these devices were

similar to the 'conventions of means' discussed earlier.

Gibbs ordered the thirteen categories according to their

frequency of use (conventionality), with requests concerning

the speaker's want or desire being the most frequently used,

and those involving a question about the hearer's obligation

to perform some action, occurring least frequently.

However, while certain sentence types were found to be more

conventional over all the stories (contexts), many were used

frequently in some contexts and rarely in others.
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In his second experiment, Gibbs also found that

requests were considered conventional in certain contexts

but not in others. Subjects rated how likely they would be

to use several different requests obtained in Experiment 1,

in each of the sixteen contexts. For each context, subjects

judged certain requests as being more conventional than

others. Thus, Gibbs suggested that it is difficult to claim

that a particular indirect request is conventional or

non-conventional apart from a particular context.

Gibbs noted that several aspects of the context may

affect the conventionality of an indirect request, including

the relationship between the speaker and hearer and the

physical location of their interaction. Ervin-Tripp (1976a,

1976b) has offered some observational evidence using video

and audio tapes in natural settings, to support Gibbs'

proposal. She found that contextual factors affecting which

type of indirect request is chosen by the speaker include:

territorial location, familiarity between the speaker and

hearer, the social ranks of the speaker and hearer, the

difficulty of the task being requested, whether or not the

task is a 'normal duty' of the hearer, and whether or not

the speaker thinks non-compliance is likely.

Gibbs used the information about the interaction

between conventionality and context that he collected in the

first two experiments in a third experiment. In Experiment

3, Gibbs constructed stories containing dialogue. Based on

the ratings in Experiment 2, each story ended in either a
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conventional or non-conventional indirect request. Subjects

read a story on a computer CRT one sentence at a time, and

then made a true-false judgement about whether a sentence,

which followed the indirect request, accurately paraphrased

the request's meaning. All paraphrases were in the form of

direct requests. Except for those shown with 'bogus' filler

stories, paraphrases should have received a 'true' response,

indicated by the appropriate key being pressed on a computer

keyboard. Both the response time to the presentation of the

paraphrase and the time to comprehend both the indirect

request and make the true-false judgement were measured.

Analysis of the data from Experiment 3 indicated that

subjects took less time to understand conventional indirect

requests than non-conventional ones. In addition, an

interaction between conventionality and context was found

for the response and comprehension times. In other words,

an indirect request that was conventional in one context,

took less time to understand than the same sentence that was

rated non-conventional in another context. Gibbs suggested

that a possible reason for non-conventional indirect

requests taking more time to understand than conventional

ones is that a person must go through a more elaborate

process of inference for non-conventional requests to reach

the intended meaning.

In Gibbs' third study (1983), the primary question of

concern was whether or not people always process the literal

meanings of indirect requests along with the conveyed
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meanings. Gibbs conducted two experiments very much like

those in his 1979 study.

In Experiment 1, subjects read stories on a computer

CRT one line a a time. Each story contained a conversation

which ended in an indirect request such as "Can't you be

friendly?" Stories were biased to imply either a literal

meaning of the indirect request ("Are you unable to be

friendly?") or a conveyed meaning ("Please be friendly to

other people."). After reading a story and its indirect

request, subjects were asked to make a judgement about

whether or not a string of words following the indirect

request constituted a meaningful English sentence. This

word string was either a literal interpretation of the

indirect request, a conveyed interpretation, an unrelated

sentence, or was non-meaningful. Response times to make the

judgement and comprehension times for reading the indirect

requests were measured.

Statistical analysis of comprehension times and

paraphrase response times showed that subjects took less

time to understand and make judgements about indirect

requests biased toward a conveyed interpretation than toward

a literal one. This replicated the results of the first

experiment in Gibbs' 1979 study, which indicated that for

indirect requests used as requests, the literal meaning was

not computed prior to the conveyed meaning. In addition,

Gibbs found that reading a literal-biased indirect request

prior to making a judgement about a literal paraphrase
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resulted in a slower response time than reading a

conveyed-biased indirect request before judging a conveyed

paraphrase. Furthermore, the combination of a

literal-biased indirect request with a conveyed paraphrase

produced a faster response time than the literal-biased

indirect request with a literal paraphrase. If the literal

meaning of an indirect request was being interpreted first,

then the literal-literal combination of indirect request

with paraphrase should have been the fastest, followed by

the literal-conveyed combination. If the meaning (literal

or conveyed) suggested by the context was directly reached,

then the conveyed-conveyed and literal-literal combinations

should have resulted in equally fast response times. The

finding that not only was the conveyed-conveyed combination

faster than the literal-literal one, but the

literal-conveyed pair was also faster, suggested to Gibbs a

bias toward the conveyed interpretation of indirect

requests.

Gibbs second experiment was designed to further test

his hypothesis about a bias toward the conveyed meanings of

indirect requests. The method used was the same as that

used in Experiment 1, however, in Experiment 2, indirect

requests such as "Can't you be friendly?" which were biased

to have a literal meaning, were replaced by questions such

as "Is there no way to be friendly?" that could not easily

be interpreted as requests. Gibbs predicted that subjects

would give faster response times for those paraphrases
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preceded by sentences (indirect requests or questions) with

a similar meaning. Thus, a literal question followed by a

literal paraphrase should have resulted in a faster response

time than a literal question followed by a conveyed

paraphrase. Similarly, a conveyed-biased indirect request

followed by a conveyed paraphrase should have been faster

than one followed by a literal paraphrase. Unlike one

result of Experiment 1, which showed that literal-biased

indirect requests did not prompt fast response times for

literal paraphrases, in Experiment 2, responses to literal

paraphrases preceded by literal questions, were faster than

those for literal questions followed by conveyed paraphrases

and for conveyed indirect requests followed by literal

paraphrases. Gibbs attributed this difference to the

effects of bias toward the conveyed meanings of indirect

requests. If no bias was present, the literal-biased

indirect requests in Experiment 1 should have acted like

those in Experiment 2.

Gibbs studies seem to provide good, quantitative

support for his theory about the roles of context and

convention in interpreting indirect requests. However, some

criticisms of Gibbs' studies can be made which suggest the

need for re-testing his ideas with a few modifications to

the methods used in his experiments. Improvements to Gibbs'

1979 and 1983 studies might include the use of more

'natural' sounding indirect requests and paraphrases.

Sentences used by Gibbs, such as "Need you be friendly?" and
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"Why should the box not be opened?" seem awkward and

unnatural. Sentences such as these might require more

processing by subjects than would 'natural' sentences and

thus might influence subject's response times to make

truefalse paraphrase judgements. It is unclear why Gibbs

did not use the sentences generated by subjects in his 1981

study, in his 1983 study.

Gibbs did attempt to ensure that without context, the

three paraphrase types in his 1983 study had equivalent

comprehension times. He had a group of subjects read each

paraphrase and decide as quickly as possible whether it was

a meaningful English sentence. A comparison between the

three sentence types showed no significant difference in

their comprehension times. However, Gibbs assumption that

subjects were actually comprehending the content of the

sentences may not be correct. It is possible that subjects

were able to recognize grammatical relationships among words

and correctly judge a sentence to be meaningful without

understanding its meaning. If this was the case, then

Gibbs' comparison between response times to the three types

of paraphrases and between different combinations of literal

and conveyed indirect requests and paraphrases, did not test

what he intended.

In addition, the use of paraphrase judgements to test

subjects' interpretations of indirect requests may not have

been appropriate. If Gibbs' choice of words to paraphrase

the indirect requests differed from a subject's choice, then
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part of the time required by that subject to make a

paraphrase judgement may have included time to correlate the

two slightly different paraphrases. This problem would be

eliminated if subjects were asked to give responses to

indirect requests rather than make paraphrase judgements, or

if some other method was used which did not require subjects

to process information (paraphrases) other than that in the

stories and indirect requests.

Although there are some possible methodological

problems with Gibbs' studies, the methods he used to test

his hypotheses were at least designed to specifically test

those hypotheses, unlike the methods used in the other

studies described in this paper. In general the methods

Gibbs used were logical, given his theory, and produced

quantitative measurements which, assuming that processing

two meanings takes longer than one, were directly related to

the question of whether one or both meanings of indirect

requests are interpreted. Furthermore, not all of Gibbs'

results can be criticized as easily as those involving

response times to paraphrases. In both his 1979 and 1983

studies, Gibbs found evidence by measuring the time for

subjects to read and understand indirect requests biased by

contexts, that the conveyed meanings of indirect requests

were reached directly. He also found that comprehension

times for indirect requests biased toward a conveyed meaning

were not different from comprehension times of direct

requests in those same contexts.
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The Current Study

The current study was based primarily on the results of

Gibbs' 1979 and 1983 studies. However, an attempt was made

to solve some of the problems with Gibbs' methods and to

incorporate into his theory a slightly different explanation

of how people process indirect requests.

It is evident from Gibbs' and others' research, that

context plays an important role in the interpretation of

indirect requests. Contextual information such as

background facts, mutual contextual beliefs, linguistic and

communicative presumptions, territorial location,

familiarity between the speaker and hearer, social rank, and

knowledge of the speaker's plans and goals, leads the hearer

to make expectations which influence whether he understands

an indirect speech act literally or as a request (Bach and

Harnish, 1979; Clark, 1979; Ervin-Tripp, 1976a, 1976b;

Gibbs, 1979, 1981, 1983; Gordon & Lakoff, 1975; Searle,

1975a, 1975b) Gibbs' studies also indicated that whether the

context is biased toward a literal or a conveyed

interpretation affects how long a person takes to make that

decision (Gibbs, 1979, 1983). Furthermore, the results of

those studies suggested that in certain contexts, indirect

requests take no longer to interpret than direct requests

but differ in processing time from literal questions or

statements.
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It is apparent from the findings of studies by Gibbs

and others, that research studying the processing of

indirect requests should consider the effects of context,

and compare interpretations of indirect requests to direct

and literal speech acts. However, missing from previous

studies has been consideration of the possibility that the

hearer does not always wait until the end of an utterance

before making an interpretation. Subjects have been tested

on comprehension following the last word of a sentence

(Gibbs, 1979, 1981, 1983,) presumably under the assumption

that people make interpretations only after hearing all of

the facts. If this assumption is not correct, then the

notion that either one or both meanings of indirect requests

are interpreted, may be simplistic. Therefore, the present

study was not based upon that assumption. Instead, included

in the present study was the premise that as the hearer

progresses from the beginning to the end of an indirect

request, one or more interpretations will be made, depending

on the hearer's expectations and the amount and type of

relevant information received and processed. For example,

after the first word or two the hearer might determine that

the utterance is a literal question, but may then change to

a request interpretation after hearing a few more words that

have introduced some new information.

The idea that one or more switches in interpretation

may be made in the process of understanding an indirect

request suggests that at least part of the context or
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structure of such utterances does not agree with the

hearer's expectations. If this is the case, then when the

hearer's expectations are not met, interpretation must stop

in order to compare the context to what was just heard.

Such stopping points may require additional processing (e.g.

making inferences) and thus should take more processing time

than points where no additional processing is required. In

situations where the indirect request is highly conventional

and is consistent with the hearer's expectations, the same

interpretation is likely to be kept from beginning to end of

a sentence and thus processing time should be faster than in

those cases where one or more switches in interpretation

occur. It can also be predicted that in instances where the

context does not provide clear expectations for

interpretation (i.e. is ambiguous,) the hearer will have to

constantly check the content of the sentence with the

context and may never reach an interpretation (or at least

will not make one until the end of the sentence).

If changing or considering new interpretations takes

more time than maintaining the same interpretation, then

measuring processing time at various points in a sentence

should indicate approximately where and if those changes are

being made. One method used to measure the extent of

processing involves interrupting the hearer and requiring

him to perform a secondary task (Clifton, in press; Foss,

1969; Foss & Lynch, 1969; Posner, 1978; Posner & Boies,

1971). Because the capacity of short-term memory is
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limited, a person interrupted while considering a new

interpretation will have less available memory for

performing an additional, secondary task and thus should

take longer than will a person who is maintaining the same

interpretation (Posner, 1978; Posner & Boies, 1971).

According to Foss and Lynch (1969), performing a

secondary task such as deciding whether a number is even or

odd should take longer at the end of an utterance than at

the beginning no matter what the sentence content or

structure. This occurs because more information is stored

in shortterm memory as the number of words presented

increases. Consequently, in order to determine if the

reaction time to the secondary task at the end of an

utterance reflects a change in interpretation when compared

to the reaction time at other points (e.g. the beginning or

middle of the sentence), comparisons in reaction times are

needed between either 1) indirect requests which are

consistent with the hearer's expectations and those which

are not consistent or; 2) indirect requests and other types

of sentences, both consistent and inconsistent with the

hearer's expectations.

Method Chosen for the Current Study

In order to make the comparisons necessary to determine

if and when changes in interpretation of indirect requests

are made, three independent variables were used in the

current study: Bias of Context; Type of Test Sentence and
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Probe Position. 'Bias of Context' referred to whether the

context (in the form of a story) biased indirect requests to

have a literal meaning, a conveyed meaning or was ambiguous.

'Type of Test Sentence' referred to whether a test sentence

following a story was an indirect request (e.g. "May I have

some cake?"), a literal question or statement (e.g. "Am I

allowed some cake?") or a direct request (e.g. "Please give

me some cake."). The 'Probe Position' variable consisted of

three possible positions (beginning, middle or end) in which

a secondary task was presented to subjects during one of the

three types of test sentences. This secondary task

consisted of deciding as quickly as possible whether a

number was odd or even.

The methods chosen for the current study were similar

to those used in Gibbs' 1979 and 1983 studies. However, the

problems associated with Gibbs' use of paraphrases were not

present here. In the current study, measurements were taken

during processing of test sentences. There was no need to

use paraphrases, nor to have subjects make judgements about

the truth or grammar of sentences. In addition, more

natural sounding test sentences were used than those in

Gibbs' experiments (1979, 1983). Many sentences and

contexts used in the current study were taken from

Ervin-Tripp's observational research (1976a, 1976b).
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Predictions

Because testing reaction times to secondary tasks has

not been used before in the study of indirect requests, it

was difficult to make specific predictions about where

subjects would make changes in the process of understanding

indirect requests. However, testing subjects at the

beginning, middle and end of sentences, should have at least

indicated if subjects were considering different

interpretations. It was predicted that a three-way

interaction would be found among Type of Test Sentence, Bias

of Context and Probe Position; reaction times to the

secondary tasks should be different for the three sentence

types depending upon the preceding context (literal,

conveyed or ambiguous) and the location of presentation of

the secondary task. Although it was difficult to predict

exactly where changes of interpretation in indirect requests

might occur, it was expected that fewer changes of

interpretation, and thus faster reaction times, would be

found for those sentences consistent with their preceding

context, than those that were inconsistent, and that these

reaction times would differ for the three probe positions.

The fastest reaction times were expected to occur for

conveyed contexts followed by direct requests and literal

contexts followed by literal sentences. Also, faster

reaction times were predicted for indirect requests

following conveyed contexts than for those following literal

contexts. These results would be consistent with Gibbs'
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findings that indirect requests were biased toward their

conveyed meanings, even when literal interpretations were

implied by the contexts. In addition, those contexts in

which the interpretation of an indirect request was 'forced'

to be ambiguous, should produce the longest reaction times,

since subjects will not have clear expectations about the

interpretation of the test sentences.
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METHOD

Subjects

The sample consisted of 27 male and 27 female

undergraduate students enrolled in introductory psychology

courses at Oregon State University. The subjects were

primarily psychology and business majors who received credit

toward their course grades for participating in the

experiment.

Materials

Twenty-seven stories between three and five sentences

in length were used to provide contexts for test sentences

which were in the form of indirect requests, direct requests

and literal questions (or statements). Each story contained

a conversation with a test sentence such as "Can you give me

some help?" serving as the final sentence of that

conversation. For each story, one third of the subjects

received an indirect test sentence, one third were given a

direct test sentence, and one third, a literal test

sentence. Thus each story was assigned a set of three test

sentences.

The twenty-seven stories were divided into three groups

of nine. Nine stories were biased toward literal

interpretations of their indirect test sentences, nine were

biased toward conveyed interpretations, and nine were

designed to be ambiguous. For any particular story in one
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context group, a story in each of the other two context

groups had the same set of test sentences. Thus, for each

set of three test sentences a literal, conveyed and

ambiguous story existed.

Examples of literal, conveyed and ambiguous stories

with their three test sentences are given in Table 1. The

asterisks indicate the locations where the secondary task

was presented.

Insert table 1 here

Three two-digit numbers (probes) between 10 and 99 were

randomly chosen for each sentence as the stimuli for the

secondary task. For any given presentation of a test

sentence, only one probe was shown in one of the three probe

positions.

Four of the indirect test sentences and their

associated direct and literal sentences were taken from an

experiment by Gibbs (1983) and five indirect sentences were

taken from observational studies described by Ervin-Tripp

(1976a). The remaining five direct and five literal test

sentences had to be constructed because they were not

included in Ervin-Tripp's research.
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Many of the test sentences were modified slightly to

make word length more equal for the three sentence types.

The average number of words for literal sentences was 6.56,

for direct sentences, was 6.56, and for indirect sentences,

the average was 6.33. Some of Gibbs' sentences were also

changed to make them less awkward. The resulting test

sentences included a mixture of indirect sentence structures

which ranged from having highly conventional ("Can you give

me some help?") 'forms' to moderately conventional ("Would

you mind washing the dishes?") The majority of direct

requests began with the word 'Please' which was followed by

a directive such as "Go and wash the dishes." Literal

sentences (e.g. "Would washing the dishes bother you?")

varied but in general included the same directive clause

common to both the indirect and direct versions of the

sentence.

Stories were written after the test sentences were

chosen. In addition to the 27 experimental stories, two

were written to be used for practice by the subjects and

thirteen stories were written as 'fillers.' These filler

stories also had a conversational format, however, only one

test sentence was paired with each story. While similar in

style and length to the 27 experimental stories, the filler

stories were not designed to be biased in any particular

way, nor were the filler test sentences designed to be of

any particular sentence structure. Seven of the filler test

sentences had two probes shown in a given presentation,
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while no probes were shown for the remaining six filler

sentences. The data collected for these test sentences were

not examined in the data analysis. The fillers were used

simply to prevent the subjects from anticipating the probe

in the last position when it failed to occur previously.

This anticipation might happen if the subjects knew that one

probe would always be presented.

Context Bias and Sentence Comprehension Times

Preliminary studies were done to establish that the contexts

were biased as intended and to compare comprehension times

of the three types of test sentence. In the first study (a

paper and pencil task), 41 subjects read 54 stories which

ended in the indirect form of test sentence. Subjects were

asked to rate individually, from 1 to 5, how well two

sentences represented the meaning intended by the indirect

test sentence. One of the two sentences represented a

direct interpretation of the indirect sentence and the

other, a literal interpretation.

Mean ratings for the literal and direct sentences were

calculated and compared for each story. The mean ratings

for the three types of contexts are shown in Table 2.
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Insert table 2 here

If a literal sentence received an average rating of at least

two points higher than a direct sentence (on a scale from 1

to 5), then its associated story was considered to be biased

literally. Likewise, if the direct sentence was an average

of two or more points higher than the literal one, its story

was considered to have a conveyed bias. Stories were

determined to be ambiguous if the rating difference was less

than one point.

Of the 54 stories tested, the 27 which best met the

above criteria were chosen for the primary study. However,

of the 27 chosen, three did not meet the selection criteria.

For the indirect sentence "Do you have a room for twenty on

Monday nights?", the story chosen to be called 'conveyed'

had a mean rating of 4.10 for the direct sentence and 2.95

for the literal sentence; a difference of only 1.15. The

criterion was also changed in order to choose an ambiguous

story for "May I have some cake?" (the difference between

mean ratings was 1.08) and an ambiguous story for "Would you

mind washing the dishes?" (the difference in means was

1.66).

In the second preliminary study, 25 subjects were

presented on an IBM CRT the 27 test sentences later used in

the primary study. The sentences were randomly divided into
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nine groups of three. Subjects saw one sentence at a time

in the center of the screen and were instructed to push the

'nine' key on the computer keyboard as quickly as possible

after reading and understanding the sentence. After a group

of three sentences was presented (with each sentence

replacing the last,) subjects were visually given a yes/no

question pertaining to the context or grammar of the test

sentences. Subjects responded by pressing the 'Y' key (Yes)

or the 'N' key (No). This procedure was repeated for each

of the nine groups of three sentences, with a different

question following each group.

The purpose of the question following each group of

three sentences was simply to compel the subjects to

understand the content of the sentences. The only measure

of interest was the time (accurate to five milliseconds)

between presentation of a sentence and the subject's

response. A one-way analysis of variance showed no

significant difference in comprehension times between the

indirect, literal and direct sentences. [F(2,672)=1.23,

p>.29]. The mean response time for indirect sentences was

2620 milliseconds (msec), for literal sentences was 2779

msec, and for direct, was 2582 msec. These small

differences between response times probably reflect

differences between the average number of words in the three

sentence types.
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Design

Twenty-seven experimental conditions were produced by

factorially crossing Bias of Context (Literal, Conveyed,

Ambiguous) by Type of Test Sentence (Literal, Direct,

Indirect) by Probe Position (1:beginning, 2:middle, 3:end).

The dependent variable was the response time in milliseconds

(accurate to five) to the secondary task of deciding whether

a two digit number was odd or even. In order to

counterbalance experimental conditions so that each of the

nine stories in a Bias of Context group occurred equally

often with each Type of Test Sentence X Probe Position

condition, nine sets of materials were constructed. Each

set contained 27 experimental stories (with 27 test

sentences,) 13 filler stories (with 13 test sentences) and

two practice stories (with two test sentence). The nine

sets were assigned one at a time, in sequence, to subjects

in the order in which they signed up to participate in the

experiment. Counterbalancing conditions resulted in each

subject receiving one set with all 27 conditions, but with

the conditions occurring with different stories in different

sets. For example, if in set number four, the first story

had a literal bias, a conveyed test sentence and probe

position number three, then this condition combination would

occur only with a different story in another set, for

example story number eight in set two. Furthermore,

combining the conditions in the nine sets resulted in the

occurrance of this combination once for all nine literal
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stories. The factorial crossing of variables and the

particular method of materials presentation used resulted in

a 3X3X3 Factorial (see Table 3) within-subjects design.

Insert table 3 here

Procedure

Each subject sat in a cubicle which contained an IBM

Personal Computer, CRT and movable keyboard. Up to three

subjects were tested at a time, each in a separate cubicle

in the same room. Stimuli were presented on the IBM CRT

which was controlled by the computer. The computer also

controlled the keyboard and recorded response times to the

secondary tasks.

Presentation of Stories and Test Sentences

Subjects were assigned a set number (1 to 9) and then

instructions were presented on the screen and explained

verbally if the subjects had any questions. Subjects were

then given two practice stories and were instructed to press

the 'nine' key when ready to begin the experiment. Each

story was presented one sentence at a time in the center of

the screen. For each sentence, subjects were directed to

read it and when they understood its meaning, press the
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'nine' key to get the next sentence. As soon as the key was

pressed, the sentence disappeared and was replaced by the

next sentence in the story. Five hundred milliseconds after

responding to the last sentence prior to the test sentence,

subjects heard a tone and then 500 milliseconds later, the

first word of the test sentence was displayed in the center

of the screen. Subjects were instructed that when the tone

sounded, they should quickly position their hands just over

the top row of keys on the keyboard.

Response Times to Probes

The test sentences were presented one word at a time

with each word replacing the last. Words were displayed for

300 msec with a 50 msec delay between words. For

experimental test sentences, at one of the probe positions

in the sentence a two digit number appeared instead of a

word. This probe was positioned one CRT line above where

the previous word was shown. Subjects were instructed to

decide as quickly as possible whether the word was even or

odd and then press one of two designated keys as soon as

possible to indicate that decision. To avoid bias caused by

differing reflexes in the le-ft and right hands, one-half of

the subjects were told to press the '1' key (i.e. use the

left hand) if the number was odd and the '9' key (i.e. use

the right hand) if it was even, and the other half were

given the opposite instructions. The elapsed time from

presentation of the probe to response was recorded and if
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the probe was in the first or second position, the sentence

continued 50 msec later.

If the test sentence was one of the 13 filler

sentences, then no probe or two probes were displayed.

Response times recorded for the filler sentences were not

used in the data analysis.

Test Sentence Ratings

When the last probe and/or word of the sentence had

been presented and had disappeared from the screen, the

complete test sentence was then displayed along with a

rating scale. Subjects rated from 1 to 5 how likely the

person speaking in the story would say (i.e. how

appropriate it would be to say) the test sentence. The

purpose of the rating task was to compel the subjects to

read the contents of the story and test sentence.

After rating the test sentence, subjects were

instructed to press the 'nine' key to get the next story and

following a 500 msec delay, the screen was cleared and the

first sentence of the next story was presented. The entire

experiment, from the instructions to the end of the final

story, took approximately 45 minutes. Stories were

presented in a different random order for each subject.
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RESULTS

Preliminary Processing of Data

For each subject, a response time was recorded for each

of the 27 experimental conditions. A mean and standard

deviation was calculated for each subject's response time to

the 27 experimental conditions. Those response times

greater than 3.5 standard deviations above the subject's

mean, were truncated to the 3.5 standard deviation value.

Use of Two Analyses of Variance

The conventional analysis of variance (ANOVA) is

appropriate when all treatments (e.g. Bias of Context) can

be considered fixed, as opposed to random, and subjects are

treated as the only random effect (Clark, 1973). Coleman

(1964) and Clark (1973) suggested, however, that language

should be treated as a random effect in those studies in

which the results are intended to be generalized beyond the

particular sample of words or sentences chosen. According

to Clark (1973) many researchers have committed a

"language-as-fixed-effect" fallacy (p. 336) by assuming that

the elements of language (e.g. words) they chose to study

constitute the entire population they want to generalize to.

The stories in the present study represent a very small

sample of contexts in which indirect requests may be

interpreted literally or non-literally. Thus, in order to
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generalize to the much larger population of possible

contexts, stories should be analyzed as a random effect.

Ideally, both stories and subjects should be treated as

random effects. However, in this study, every subject was

not tested in the 27 conditions with each story. In order

to get data for each condition in each story, reaction times

were averaged across subjects. Gibbs (1979, 1983) was also

unable to treat both stories and subjects as random in the

same analysis. His solution was to report one ANOVA with

stories as random and one with subjects as random. Of the

two analyses, Gibbs retained the one which produced the

least significant result. This method of reporting results

was also used in the present study.

Descriptive Statistics and Results of Analyses

The means and average standard deviation of response

times for the 27 conditions produced by crossing Bias of

Context, Type of Test Sentence and Probe Position are given

in Table 4. Also shown in Table 4 are the overall means for

each level of the three independent variables.

Insert table 4 here

From Table 4, it can be seen that the overall mean response
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time for contexts biased toward a literal interpretation was

967 msec, for ambiguous contexts, was 949 msec and for

conveyed contexts, was 923 msec. An analysis of variance

with subjects treated as random (see Table 5) indicated a

significant difference between those mean response times.

[F(2,106) = 3.21, p<.05]

Insert table 5 here

However, an ANOVA with stories treated as random (see Table

6) did not show a significant main effect of Bias of

Context. [F(2,16) = 1.33, p>.29] Since this second

analysis-produced a less significant statistic than that

found in the first analysis, the second analysis result was

retained and the conclusion was made that subjects' response

times did not differ significantly between the three types

of contexts.

Insert table 6 here
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Overall mean response times for the three types of test

sentences were computed to be 958 msec for literal

sentences, 947 msec for direct sentences, and 934 msec for

indirect requests. As shown in Tables 5 and 6, neither

analysis of variance indicated a significant difference

between these mean response times. [Subjects random: F(2,

106) = .79, p>.45; Stories random: F(2,16) = .98, p>.39]

While there was no reason to expect significant main

effects of Bias of Context and Type of Test Sentence, a

significant difference between response times at the three

probe positions was expected to be found. Both analyses

revealed a highly significant main effect of Probe Position

[Subjects random: F(2,16) = 13.93, p<.0003; Stories random:

F(2,106) = 12.30, p<.0001]. As predicted, the overall mean

response time of 995 msec for probe position 3 was the

highest, followed by a mean of 933 msec for probe position

2, and a mean of 910 msec for probe position 1.

With one possible exception, none of the interactions

between variables were found to be significant by both

analyses. The possible exception was an interaction between

Type of Test Sentence and Probe Position. This interaction

was very significant when stories were treated as random

[F(4,32) = 4.39, p<.006] and approached significance

[F(4,212 = 2.26, p<.06] when subjects were random. If this

interaction is considered to be significant, then subjects'

response times to the three types of sentences differed for

the three probe positions. The relationship between Type of
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Test Sentence and Probe Position can be seen in Figure 1.

Insert figure 1 here

Figure 1 indicates very little change in response times from

position 1 to position 3 for direct sentences. For literal

sentences, there appears to be a gradual increase in

response times from position 1 to position 3. Response

times for indirect requests changed very little from

position 1 to position 2, but did increase over 100 msec

from position 2 to position 3.

Although response times were expected to be different

for the three types of test sentences at the three probe

positions, response times were also predicted to depend upon

the bias of the contexts preceding the test sentences.

Thus, a three-way interaction was predicted instead of the

two-way interaction shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 represents

this three-way interaction, however only the analysis

treating subjects as random found the interaction to be

significant. [F(8,424) = 2.08, p<.04]
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Insert figure 2 here

While the three-way interaction could not be accepted

as significant, examination of Figure 2 does show that

response times for many of the combinations of context and

sentence type were different for the three probe positions.

Several patterns of responses seem to have occurred, ranging

from very little change from one probe position to the next

when conveyed-biased contexts were paired with direct

sentences, to a marked jump in response times from position

2 to position 3 when literal contexts were paired with

indirect requests. The existence of changes in response

times such as these, from one position to another, suggests

that subjects may have been making changes of interpretation

during processing of the sentences.
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DISCUSSION

While the results of this study supported the

prediction that subjects' response times for the three probe

positions would be significantly different, the prediction

that three-way interaction would occur was not

substantiated. Subjects' response times at the three probe

positions did not differ significantly for the different

combinations of test sentences and contexts. A two-way

interaction between Type of Test Sentence and Bias of

Context did indicate, however, that response times at the

three probe positions were different for literal, direct and

indirect test sentences.

Results in View of the Theories

Given Gibbs' finding that context affects

interpretation of indirect requests, it is difficult to

explain why the two-way interaction between Type of Test

Sentence and Probe Position occurred. This result implies

that whether or not the context preceding a test sentence

was consistent with that sentence, changes in interpretation

or some other type of processing occurred. These presumed

changes were different for the three types of test

sentences. Therefore, some characteristic of the sentences,

other than their meaning, must have caused the response time

differences. One possible characteristic is the surface

form of the sentence, which means that certain sentence
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'forms' may have required more processing than others.

If by themselves, different sentence 'forms' produced

different response times to secondary tasks, then the

results of the present study did not support Gibbs' proposal

that context plays a primary role in the interpretation of

indirect requests. Furthermore, although the results might

seem to support the Conventionality Thesis, they in fact, do

not. Whereas the Conventionality Thesis suggests that

indirect requests are directly (immediately) interpreted,

due to the conventional nature of their 'forms', it is

apparent from Figure 1, that interpretation of indirect

requests may not have been direct. Changes in response

times from probe position 2 to probe position 3 indicate

that something other than a direct interpretation took

place. Presumably some kind of change of interpretation

occurred.

The results of the current study also do not appear to

support the Ambiguity Thesis or any of the Multiple-Meaning

Theories. If the premise of the Ambiguity Thesis, that

indirect requests have two independent literal meanings is

correct, then there should have been no difference between

the subjects' response times for indirect requests when the

preceding context implied a literal interpretation and when

a conveyed interpretation was implied. There also should

have been no difference in response times for literal

contexts paired with literal test sentences and conveyed

contexts paired with direct sentences. The present study
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did not find a significant interaction between Bias of

Context and Type of Test Sentence, and thus seems to support

the Ambiguity Thesis. However, according to proponents of

the Ambiguity Thesis, the interpretation of either meaning

in the appropriate context should have occurred directly.

This direct (immediate) interpretation is not indicated by

Figures 1 or 2. Differences between response times to probe

positions 2 and 3 for indirect requests (Figure 1) and for

literal and conveyed contexts (Figure 2) suggest that in

some instances interpretation of indirect requests changed

between those two probe positions.

In order for the results of the current study to

support Searle's (1975a, 1975b) and Gordon and Lakoff's

(1975) proposals that the literal meaning of an indirect

request is always interpreted first, an interaction between

Bias of Context and Type of Test Sentence should have been

found. If the literal meaning occurred first, then those

indirect requests following literal contexts should have

resulted in faster response times than those following

conveyed contexts. Since this result was not indicated by

either analysis of variance, the proposal that the literal

meaning must be interpreted prior to the conveyed, was not

supported by this study. The lack of interaction between

variables might be explained as supporting Clark's (1979)

suggestion that both meanings are understood simultaneously.

If what he meant by the term 'simultaneous' was that

subjects, sometime during the interpretation of indirect
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requests, reached both meanings, then the results of the

present study are not inconsistent with Clark's proposal.

The differences found between response times at the three

probe positions could be interpreted as indicating that more

than one interpretation was considered. If Clark's

definition of 'simultaneous' meant that after reading an

indirect request, both meanings occurred to the subject at

the same time, then the results of the current study do not

support Clark's (1979) theory, since it cannot account the

differences in the response times at the three probe

positions.

The prediction that an interaction would be found

between Bias of Context, Type of Test Sentence and Probe

Position was made based upon the results of Gibbs' studies.

The results of the present study did not seem to support

Gibbs' theory or any other theory discussed in this paper.

One reason for this lack of agreement may be that none of

the existing theories are correct. Another possibility is

that one of those theories partially or fully explains how

indirect requests are processed, but the method used in the

current study was not designed to test that theory or

possessed problems which resulted in inaccurate data. A

third possibility might be that the existing theories are

incomplete so that the previous method of waiting until the

end of sentences to test understanding, produced a different

measure of processing time than the current study's method

of testing during processing.
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Of the three possible reasons for a lack of agreement

between the results of this study and those of other

studies, it is likely that differences in where subjects

were tested during processing of sentences was a primary

factor. It is also probable that a few methodological

problems interfered with the collection of accurate data.

Limitations of the Current Study

One of the problems which may have affected the results

of the current study concerns a possible lack of equality in

the bias of contexts. Some contexts may have made the

interpretation of their corresponding indirect requests

obvious, while others may not have adequately biased the

indirect requests. In addition, the 'ambiguous' contexts

may not have been, indeed, ambiguous. If, as Gibbs'

suggested, subjects are biased toward the conveyed meanings

of indirect requests, then subjects may have always arrived

at the conveyed meanings of those indirect requests

following ambiguous contexts. If there was not a bias

toward the conveyed meaning, it is still possible that

subjects did not view 'ambiguous' contexts as ambiguous.

The small differences found between subjects' ratings of

conveyed and literal interpretations of indirect requests in

ambiguous contexts may indicate that about one-half of the

subjects made an immediate interpretation of the conveyed

meaning and about one-half made the literal interpretation

immediately.
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Another possible limitation of the methods used in this

study, is that three types of test sentences may have

differed enough in reading times to confound the results.

Although a preliminary study did not indicate such a

difference, some problems with that study may have

introduced inaccurate results. In that study, subjects were

required to read groups of three test sentences, and for

each group were then asked to answer a question about the

three sentences. Questions, such as "Were the first two

sentences in the form of a question?" may have prompted

subjects to look for certain characteristics in the

sentences instead of reading the content.

In addition to the possible problems with unequal

biasing of contexts and different reading times of

sentences, a problem with the positions chosen for the

secondary task may have also been present. It was difficult

to determine the best locations to place the probes and how

many locations to use. Furthermore, for sentences

containing an odd number of words, a probe could not be

placed in the middle of the sentence. The solution of

placing half of the probes immediately before the middle

word and half after, may have biased the results.

The effects of the methodological limitations of the

current study are only speculative. However, one problem

involving the measurement of response times should have

affected results in a predictable way. This problem

concerns the accuracy of measuring the time between
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presentation of the two-digit probe and the response of the

subject. Aside from the variation in the time subjects held

down a key after it was depressed, the accuracy of

measurement to only five milliseconds meant that differences

between subjects' response times might have been larger or

smaller than that actually recorded. Thus those results

that were close to being statistically significant, may have

reached significance with more accurate measurement.

Suggestions for Future Research

Although a number of possible problems with the current

study exist, many of these problems can be easily remedied.

Solving those problems along with further refinement of the

methods used in this study could result in a highly

informative method of examining processing of indirect

requests while that processing is occurring. In addition to

improving the method used in the current study, future

researchers might incorporate some of the contextual

variables suggested by Ervin-Tripp (1976a, 1976b) into a

more in-depth study of how context affects interpretation of

indirect requests. For instance, a study might be conducted

that examines how the relative status of the speaker and

hearer affects directness of interpretation of indirect

requests. Another study might look at how differences in

the tasks implied by indirect requests affect speed of

interpretation. Also, studies comparing how different

cultures process indirect requests could be performed, using
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a secondary task method. Previous research has examined

cultural differences using linguistic evidence. Green

(1975) found a large variation between how speakers of

different languages interpreted indirect requests.

Additional experimental evidence might provide some insight

into why differences in interpretation of indirect requests

occur among cultures.

Conclusions

The primary goal of the current study was to review the

many theories about how people process indirect requests and

then to test the idiomatic theory proposed by Gibbs (1979,

1981, 1983) and Bach and Harnish (1979) with a new method.

This new method was based on the idea that people may not

wait until the end of a sentence before making an

interpretation. They may instead, make several

interpretations throughout the processing of a sentence,

depending upon whether or not the content of that sentence

was consistent with their expectations. Using a secondary

task to compare the amount of information processed at

various points in a sentence did not produce the results

predicted. However, with refinements to the method used in

this study, an interaction among Bias of Context, Type of

Test Sentence and Probe Position might be found. A new

method, such as the one developed in the present study, has

the potential to contribute a great deal to the study of

ambiguity in language and more specifically, to the
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understanding of how people interpret such common requests

as "Can you tell me the time?"
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Table 1

Example of literal, conveyed and ambiguous contexts
with test sentences and probe positions

Literal Story

Rhonda was reading a very funny book.
She couldn't help but laugh.
Her husband Joe noticed her laughing and wondered what was
so funny.
He said to her:

Conveyed Story

Harry was attending a lecture on economics.
The lecturer said something which Harry thought was funny.
He laughed quietly.
Apparently the lecturer heard Harry laugh and thought it was
disrupting.
The lecturer said to Harry:

Ambiguous Story

Sarah's class was discussing humor in newspaper comic
strips.
She hadn't read the assigned comics yet, so while the
teacher was answering a student's questions, Sarah decided
to catch up.
She started to laugh at a comic.
The teacher finished what she was saying and then said to
Sarah:

Test sentences:

What * are you * laughing at? *
Please * stop * your laughing. *

What * made * you laugh? *
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Table 2

Mean ratings (1-5) of context bias for literal and direct
sentences

Sentence
Type

Bias of Contexts

Literal Conveyed Ambiguous

Literal 4.79(.17) 1.98(.48) 3.49(.51)

Direct 1.49(.40) 4.62(.27) 3.60(.39)

Note: Standard deviations are presented in parentheses.
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Table 3

3 x 3 x 3 Factorial Design

Bias of Contexts

Test Probe Literal Conveyed Ambiguous
Sentence Pos.

1 LL1 CL1 AL1
Literal (L) 2 LL2 CL2 AL2

3 LL3 CL3 AL3

1 LD1 CD1 AD1
Direct (D) 2 LD2 CD2 AD2

3 LD3 CD3 AD3

1 LI1 CI1 All
Indirect (I) 2 LI2 Cl2 Al2

3 LI3 CI3 A13
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Table 4

Mean secondary task response times in milliseconds, number
of subjects and average standard deviation for the 27
experimental conditions, and overall mean response times

Bias of Contexts

Sentence Probe Lit. Conv. Amb. Overall Means
Type Pos. Sentence Probes

1 941 867 927
Literal 2 1022 958 899 958

3 1003 1020 988

1 952 905 965 (1) (2) (3)
Direct 2 980 918 923 947 910 933 955

3 961 935 982

1 882 870 885
Indirect 2 862 862 972 934

3 1096 975 998

Overall Means 967 923 949
Context

Note: The number of subjects receiving each experimental
condition was 54.
The average standard deviation for the 27 experimental
conditions was 329.
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Table 5

Analysis of variance with subjects treated as random

Source of
Variation

Bias of

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square F

Tail
Probability

Context (C) 2 22988.58 3.21 .0043
Error 106 71425.79

Type of
Sentence (S) 2 74323.1 .79 .4545
Error 106 93560.63

Probe
Position (P) 2 939151.15 12.30 .0000
Error 106 76335.28

C x S 4 50305.16 .61 .6587
Error 212 83002.53

C x P 4 15200.26 .20 .9375
Error 212 75544.38

S x P 4 203748.97 2.26 .0642
Error 212 90299.31

CxSxP 8 132360.62 2.08 .0364
Error 424 63588.78
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Table 6

Analysis of variance with stories treated as random

Source of Degrees of Mean Tail
Variation Freedom Square F Probability

Bias of
Context (C) 2 38666.8 1.33 .2923
Error 16 29079.0

Type of
Sentence (S) 2 10519.0 .98 .3950
Error 16 10679.6

Probe
Position (P) 2 164222.4 13.93 .0003
Error 16 11789.8

C x S 4 9680.9 .34 .8471
Error 16 28252.4

C x P 4 1966.2 .04 .9963
Error 32 45778.4

S x P 4 37225.3 4.39 .0061
Error 32 8488.6

C x S x P 8 20842.4 1.43 .2024
Error 64 14600.8
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Graph of Type of Test Sentence by Probe Position
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Graph of Bias of Context by Type of
Test Sentence by Probe Position
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